In this paper are outlined some new-keynesian economic models along with their micro foundations. At first small model of interest rate consumption income and savings has been outlined. Modigliani-Miller model follows as one of the five neutralities in macroeconomics, and demand for money by Miller and Orr. Also Baumol-Tobin models with its extensions by Jovanovic and Romer has been subject to investigation. Issues in monetary policy such as printing money and government revenues of printing money are been subject to discussion too. In the last section Diamond-Dybvig model on bank runs is being outlined.
Introduction
Subject to aሶ = y + ra − c, a(0) is givenwhere y and rare constant through time, y is perishable output, and a represents a stock of interestbearing real financial assets. We do not necessarilyimpose that the subjective discount rate δis equal to the market real interest rate r. A no-Ponzi condition also is imposed on the problem. This means that for a consumer with a market discount factor ρ ୲ we have the following budget constraint: ) ( First derivative of consumption is:
The last equation can be written as:
Or as The solution for linear differential equation describing consumption path is: cሺtሻ = cሺ0ሻe ሺ୰ିஔሻ୲ (13) integrating a(0) , and imposing no-ponzi condition preventing unlimited debt, the intertemporal budget constraint is :
if we substitute the equation for cሺtሻ in the last equation than we need to solve the equation:
The assumption thatሺσ − 1ሻr − σδ = σሺr − δሻ < 0, lim ୲→ஶ e ሾሺ୰ିஔሻ୲ି୰ሿ୲ = 0
Looking at the preceding consumption function, we see the three ways a rise in the interest rate r will affect saving:
The marginal propensity to consume out of total wealth is σδ − ሺσ − 1ሻr : When r rises, that coefficient falls with an effect proportional to σ. This is the substitution effect.The substitution effect is counteracted by an effect proportional to unity that tends to make σδ − ሺσ − 1ሻr to rise when r rises. This is the income effect.
The coefficient ሺσ − 1ሻin the marginal propensity σδ − ሺσ − 1ሻr captures the balance between the substitution and income effects. In addition, y/r falls when r rises -there is a fall in lifetime wealth and so consumption falls. This is the wealth effect.
Modigliani -Miller theorem
Firms raise capital by issuing debt as well as equity too. So the firm can issue equity shares E, and bonds B, to finance its investment in capital K. Forms can find itself in two states S, and in two periods.
The payoff to the investment tomorrow is AሺsሻFሺKሻfors ∈ S. For simplicity assumption of depreciation of capital is thatδ = 1. Risk free interest rate on the markets is, firms borrowing rate is r . The firm will owe to its bondholders ሺ1 + r ሻB in every state but the bankruptcy states are given as S and non-bankruptcy states are given asS . And the total set of states is the one that consists of bankruptcy and non-bankruptcy statesS = S ∪ S . When in bankruptcy, the total output of the firm is insufficient to cover debt payments; soሺsሻFሺKሻ < ሺ1 + r ሻB . In this case bondholders are senior claimants and get whatever there it is while equity holders get nothing. 
That is by:
Dynamic equations of the model can be written as:
The steady state of the models incur where q ത = 1 and AF ሺK, Lሻ = r.Now, the general solution for a constant interest rate is given as:
Where we have made substitution
The economically relevant solution imposes the transversality condition: The implication is that short run demand for money is proportional to income, so this will make LM curve vertical in the short run so shifts in IS curve have no effect on equilibrium. We can modify
Miller &Orr model so that :
Where p is probability of getting one dollar, q is probability of losing one dollar, So, an optimal cash policy according to Miller and Orr (1966) 10 , will ask for an investment in a periodical receipts in the earning assets followed by regular timed sequence of security transfers
Issues in monetary policy
In general central government has monopoly power to issue money, and also this privilege is a source of revenue. Now, if the private sector is willing to hold paper money that the government supplies, the 10 
this constraint comes from the fact that domestic money is not held by foreigners, and domestic residents hold no money issued by foreign governments. 
Baumol-Tobin model

Now the simpler problem to maximize is
given by:
The last expression is being maximized subject to:
and if ߣ is the Lagrangian,the first order conditions for maximization are given by the expression:
The budget constraint of the social planner is given by the following expression: 
Conclusion
In the late 1970's most of the economist declared as new-classical. It seems that all of the best macroeconomics were at newclassical economics side, Gordon(1990) 
